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ABSTRACT
We assess the global-scale dynamo action achieved in a simulation of a sun-like star rotating at three times
the solar rate. The 3-D MHD Anelastic Spherical Harmonic code, using slope-limited diffusion, is employed to
capture convection and dynamo processes in such a young sun. The simulation is carried out in a spherical shell
that encompasses 3.8 density scale heights of the solar convection zone. We find that dynamo action with a high
degree of time variation occurs, with many periodic polarity reversals every 6.2 years. The magnetic energy
also rises and falls with a regular period, with two magnetic energy cycles required to complete a polarity
cycle. These magnetic energy cycles arise from a Lorentz-force feedback on the differential rotation, whereas
the polarity reversals are present due to the spatial separation of the equatorial and polar dynamos. Moreover,
an equatorial migration of toroidal field is found, which is linked to the changing differential rotation and to a
near-surface shear layer. This simulation also enters a grand minimum lasting roughly 20 years, after which
the dynamo recovers its regular polarity cycles.
Subject headings: stars: late-type, magnetic field, rotation – convection – magnetohydrodynamics – turbulence
1. INTRODUCTION
The Sun exhibits many time scales from the ten minute life-
times of granules to multi-millennial magnetic activity mod-
ulations. One of the most prominent of these scales is the
11-year sunspot cycle, during which the number of magnet-
ically active regions waxes and wanes. The Sun also pos-
sesses longer-term variability of its magnetic activity such
as the 88-year Gleissberg cycle (Gleissberg 1939) and less
frequent phenomenon commonly described as grand extrema
(Usoskin 2013). Other main-sequence stars also exhibit cycli-
cal magnetic phenomenon in Ca II, photometric, spectropo-
larimetric, and X-ray observations (e.g., Baliunas et al. 1996;
Hempelmann et al. 1996; Favata et al. 2008; Metcalfe et al.
2010; Fares et al. 2013; Mathur et al. 2013). These observa-
tions include solar-mass stars younger than the Sun that also
possess magnetic activity cycles, yet they rotate more rapidly
than the Sun as a consequence of the low rate of angular mo-
mentum loss in such stars (Barnes 2007). Furthermore, there
are hints from both observations and from theory that a star’s
magnetic cycle period is closely linked to its rotation rate
(e.g., Saar 2009; Jouve et al. 2010; Morgenthaler et al. 2011).
This may imply that the dynamo regime achieved in our sim-
ulation of a young sun, which rotates three times faster than
the Sun and has a nearly constant magnetic polarity cycle of
6.2 years, can scale up to the solar rotation rate with a polarity
cycle period closer to the 22 year cycle of the Sun.
In addition to its large range of time scales, observations
of the magnetic field at the solar surface reveal complex, hi-
erarchical structures existing on a vast range of spatial scales.
Despite these chaotic complexities, large-scale organized spa-
tial patterns such as Maunder’s butterfly diagram, Joy’s law,
and Hale’s polarity laws suggest the existence of a structured
large-scale magnetic field within the solar convection zone.
On the Sun’s surface active regions initially emerge at mid-
latitudes and appear at increasingly lower latitudes as the cy-
cle progresses, thus exhibiting equatorward migration. As the
low-latitude field propagates toward the equator, the diffuse
field that is comprised of small-scale bipolar regions migrates
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toward the pole, with the global-scale reversal of the polar
magnetic field occurring near solar maximum (e.g., Hathaway
2010; Stenflo & Kosovichev 2012).
Consequently, the large-scale field must vary with the so-
lar cycle, likely being sustained through dynamo action deep
in the solar interior. It has been suspected for at least 60
years that the crucial ingredients for the solar dynamo are
the shear of the differential rotation and the helical nature
of the small-scale convective flows present in the solar con-
vection zone (e.g., Parker 1955; Steenbeck & Krause 1969;
Parker 1977). Yet even with the advancement to fully nonlin-
ear global-scale 3-D MHD simulations (e.g., Gilman 1983;
Glatzmaier 1985; Brun et al. 2004; Browning et al. 2006),
achieving dynamo action that exhibits the basic properties of
Sun’s magnetism has been quite challenging. Nonetheless, re-
cent global-scale simulations of convective dynamos have be-
gun to make substantial contact with some of the properties of
the solar dynamo through a wide variety of numerical meth-
ods (e.g., Brown et al. 2011; Racine et al. 2011; Käpylä et al.
2012; Nelson et al. 2013a). It is within this vein of modern
global-scale modeling that we report on a global-scale 3D
MHD convective dynamo simulation utilizing the ASH code
that possesses some features akin to those observed during
solar cycles.
2. METHODS
The 3D simulation of convective dynamo action presented
here uses the ASH code to evolve the anelastic MHD equa-
tions for a conductive calorically perfect plasma in a rotating
spherical shell. ASH solves the necessary equations with a
spherical harmonic decomposition of the entropy, magnetic
field, pressure, and mass flux in the horizontal directions
(Clune et al. 1999; Miesch et al. 2000). A fourth-order non-
uniform finite difference in the radial direction resolves the
radial derivatives (Featherstone et al. 2013). The solenoidal-
ity of the mass flux and magnetic vector fields is maintained
through the use of a stream function formalism (Brun et al.
2004). The boundary conditions used are impenetrable on
radial boundaries, with a constant entropy gradient there as
well. The magnetic boundary conditions are perfectly con-
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Figure 1. Nature of the toroidal magnetic field Bφ. (a) Snapshot of the horizontal structure of Bφ at 0.95R⊙ shown in Mollweide projection, at the time
corresponding to the vertical dashed line in (c). This illustrates the azimuthal connectivity of the magnetic wreaths, with the polarity of the field such that red
(blue) tones indicate positive (negative) toroidal field. (b) Azimuthally-averaged 〈Bφ〉 also time-averaged over a single energy cycle, depicting the structure of
the toroidal field in the meridional plane. (c) Time-latitude diagram of 〈Bφ〉 at 0.95R⊙ in cylindrical projection, exhibiting the equatorward migration of the
wreaths from the tangent cylinder and the poleward propagation of the higher latitude field. The color is as in (a). (d) A rendering of magnetic field lines in the
domain colored by the magnitude and sign of Bφ, with strong positively oriented field in red, and the strong oppositely directed field in blue.
ducting at the lower boundary and extrapolated as a potential
field at the upper boundary.
The authors have implemented a slope-limited diffusion
(SLD) mechanism into the reformulated ASH code, which is
similar to the schemes presented in Rempel et al. (2009) and
Fan et al. (2013). SLD acts locally to achieve a monotonic so-
lution by limiting the slope in each coordinate direction of a
piecewise linear reconstruction of the unfiltered solution. The
scheme minimizes the steepest gradient, while the rate of dif-
fusion is regulated by the local velocity. It is further reduced
through a function φ that depends on the eigth power of the
ratio of the cell-edge difference δiq and the cell-center differ-
ence ∆iq in a given direction i for the quantity q. This limits
the action of the diffusion to regions with large differences in
the reconstructed solutions at cell-edges. Since SLD is com-
puted in physical space, it incurs the cost of smaller time steps
due to the convergence of the grid at the poles. The result-
ing diffusion fields are projected back into spectral space and
added to the solution.
We simulate the solar convection zone, stretching from the
base of the convection zone at 0.72R⊙ to the upper bound-
ary of our simulation at 0.97R⊙. This approximation omits
the near-surface region and any regions below the convec-
tion zone. The SLD has been restricted to act only on the
velocity field in this simulation. This mimics a lower thermal
and magnetic Prandtl number (Pr, Pm) than otherwise attain-
able through an elliptic diffusion operator. The entropy and
magnetic fields remain under the influence of an anisotropic
eddy diffusion, with both a radially dependent entropy dif-
fusion κS and resistivity η. These two diffusion coefficients
are similar to those of case D3 from (Brown et al. 2010), with
κS,η ∝ ρ
−1/2
, with ρ the spherically symmetric density. The
stratification in this case has about twice the density contrast
across the domain, being 45 rather than 26, and has a resolu-
tion of Nr ×Nθ×Nφ = 200× 256× 512.
3. CYCLICAL CONVECTIVE DYNAMO ACTION
Global-scale convective dynamo simulations in rotating
spherical shells have recently achieved the long-sought goal
of cyclical magnetic polarity reversals with a multi-decadal
period. Moreover, some of these simulations have illustrated
that large-scale dynamo action is possible within the bulk
of the convection zone, even in the absence of a tachocline.
Global-scale MHD simulations of a more rapidly rotating
Sun with the pseudo-spectral Anelastic Spherical Harmonic
(ASH) code have produced polarity reversing dynamo ac-
tion that possesses strong toroidal wreaths of magnetism that
propagate poleward as a cycle progresses (Brown et al. 2011).
These fields are seated deep within the convection, with the
bulk of the magnetic energy near the base of the convec-
tion zone. The perfectly conducting lower boundary condi-
tion used here and in those simulations requires the field to
be horizontal there, which tends to promote the formation of
longitudinal structure in the presence of a differential rotation.
A recent simulation with ASH employs a dynamic
Smagorinski diffusion scheme, wherefore they achieve a
greater level of turbulent complexity. Those simulations show
that the large-scale toroidal wreaths persist despite the greater
pummeling they endure from the more complex and vigorous
convection (Nelson et al. 2013a). Not only do the toroids of
field persevere, but portions of them can be so amplified that
the combination of upward advection and magnetic buoyancy
create loops of magnetic field (Nelson et al. 2013b). This
lends credence to the classical picture of a Babcock-Leighton
or Parker interface dynamo (Leighton 1969; Parker 1993),
with semi-buoyant flux structures that rise toward the solar
surface, leading to active regions and helicity ejection. There
is the caveat that the magnetic fields in the simulation are in-
stead built in the convection zone.
Implicit large-eddy simulations (ILES) have concurrently
paved the road toward more orderly long-term cycles in a set-
ting that mimics the solar interior. Indeed, simulations uti-
lizing the Eulerian-Lagrangian (EULAG) code produce reg-
ular polarity cycles occurring roughly every 80 years in the
presence of a tachocline and with the bulk of the magnetic
field existing at higher latitudes (Ghizaru et al. 2010). This
simulation showed radial propagation of structures but little
latitudinal variation during a cycle. More recent simulations
of a Sun-like star rotating at 3Ω⊙ also produce low-latitude
poleward propagating solutions (Charbonneau 2013). Such
dynamo action is accomplished first through the reduction of
the enthalpy transport of the largest scales through a simple
sub-grid-scale (SGS) model that diminishes thermal pertur-
bations over a roughly 1.5 year time scale, which serves to
moderate the global Rossby number. The ILES formulation
of EULAG also maximizes the complexity of the flows and
magnetic fields for a given Eulerian grid resolution.
Inspired by these recent ASH and EULAG results, we have
attempted to splice the two together by incorporating SLD
into ASH with the express goal of achieving a low effective
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Figure 2. Convective patterns and differential rotation. (a) Snapshot of the horizontal convective patterns arising in the radial velocity vr at 0.95R⊙ shown in
Mollweide projection, at the time corresponding to the vertical dashed line in (c). This reveals the larger-scale convection at low latitudes and the smaller-scales
at higher latitudes, with downflows dark and upflows in lighter tones. (b) Time and azimuthally-averaged angular velocity 〈〈Ω〉〉 (double brackets indicating dual
averages), showing a fast equator in red and slower high-latitudes in blue. (c) A time-latitude diagram of azimuthally-averaged 〈∆Ω〉 = 〈Ω〉−〈〈Ω〉〉 in cylindrical
projection, elucidating the propagation of equatorial and polar branches of a torsional oscillation arising from strong Lorentz-force feedback. The color indicates
enhanced differential rotation in red and periods of slower rotation in blue, with variations of up to ±10% of the bulk rotation rate.
Pr and Pm dynamo. Thus an attempt is made to better mimic
the low Prandtl number solar setting, while keeping the eddy-
diffusive approximation for entropy mixing and treating the
reconnection of small-scale magnetic field as diffusive. This
effort minimizes the effects of viscosity, and so extends the
inertial range as far as possible for a given resolution. Thus
SLD permits more scales to be captured before entering the
dissipation range, allowing more scale separation between the
larger magnetic and and smaller kinetic scales participating
in the low Pm dynamo (Ponty et al. 2005; Schekochihin et al.
2007; Brandenburg 2009). Subsequently, the kinetic helic-
ity is also greater at small scales than otherwise would be
achieved, which has been shown to have a large influence
on the dynamo efficiency (Malyshkin & Boldyrev 2010). In-
deed, with this newly implemented diffusion minimization
scheme, we have happened upon a solution that possesses four
fundamental features of the solar dynamo: a regular magnetic
energy cycle period, and an orderly magnetic polarity cycle
of τC = 6.2 years, equatorward propagation of magnetic fea-
tures, and poleward migration of oppositely signed flux. Fur-
thermore this equilibrium is punctuated by an interval of rel-
ative quiescence, after which the cycle is recovered. In keep-
ing with the ASH nomenclature for cases as in (Brown et al.
2010, 2011; Nelson et al. 2013a), this dynamo solution has
been called D3S.
Figure 1 illustrates the morphology of the toroidal fields in
space and time. The presence of large-scale and azimuthally-
connected structures is evident in Figures 1(a, d). Such
toroidal structures have been dubbed wreaths (Brown et al.
2010). In D3S, there are two counter-polarized, lower-latitude
wreaths that form near the point where the tangent cylinder
intersects a given spherical shell. This point is also where
the peak in the latitudinal gradient of the differential rota-
tion exists for much of a magnetic energy cycle. There are
also polar caps of magnetism of the opposite sense of those
at lower latitudes. These caps serve to moderate the polar
differential rotation, which would otherwise tend to accel-
erate and hence establish fast polar vortices. The average
structure of the wreaths and caps is apparent in Figure 1(b),
which is averaged over a single energy cycle or 3.1 years.
The wreaths appear rooted at the base of the convection zone,
whereas the caps have the bulk of their energy in the lower
convection zone above its base. This is somewhat deceptive
as the wreaths are initially generated higher in the convec-
tion zone, while the wreath generation mechanism (primarily
theΩ-effect) migrates equatorward and toward the base of the
convection zone over the course of the cycle. The wreaths ob-
tain their greatest amplitude at the base of the convection zone
and thus appear seated there.
Figure 2(a) shows a typical convective pattern during a cy-
cle, with elongated and north-south aligned flows at low lat-
itudes and smaller scales at higher latitudes. In aggregate,
the spatial structure and flow directions along these cells pro-
duce strong Reynolds stresses acting to accelerate the equa-
tor and slow the poles. In concert with a thermal wind, such
stresses serve to rebuild and maintain the differential rotation
during each cycle. While the variable nature of the convec-
tive patterns over a cycle is not shown, it is an important piece
of the story. Indeed, the magnetic fields disrupt the align-
ment and correlations of these cells through Lorentz forces.
Particularly, as the field gathers strength during a cycle, the
strong azimuthally-connected toroidal fields tend to create a
thermal shadow that weakens the thermal driving of the equa-
torial cells. Thus their angular momentum transport is also
diminished, which explains why the differential rotation seen
in Figure 2(b) cannot be fully maintained during the cycle.
This is captured in the ebb and flow of the kinetic energy
contained in the fluctuating velocity field, which here vary
by about 50%. Such a mechanism is in keeping with the
impacts of strong toroidal fields in the convection zone sug-
gested by Parker (1987). Moreover, strong nonlinear Lorentz
force feedbacks have been seen in other convective dynamo
simulations as well (Brown et al. 2011), and they have been
theoretically realized for quite some time in mean-field the-
ory (e.g., Malkus & Proctor 1975).
4. CYCLE PERIODS
There are a large set of possible and often interlinked time
scales that could be relevant to the processes setting the pace
of the cyclical dynamo established in D3S. For instance, there
are resistive time scales that depend upon the length scale cho-
sen. One such time scale is the resistive decay of the poloidal
field at the upper boundary as it propagates from the tangent
cylinder to the equator, which would imply that the length
scale is ℓ = r2∆θ and so τη = ℓ2/η2 ≈ 6.7 years and is close
to the polarity cycle period, where the subscript two denotes
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Figure 3. (a) Volume-averaged temporal auto-correlation of toroidal mag-
netic energy generation by mean shear (S = λ〈BP〉 ·∇〈Ω〉, blue curve) and
the same for the mean Lorentz force impacting the mean angular velocity
(Lφ, red curve) plotted against temporal lags ∆t normalized by the polarity
cycle period τC = 6.2 years. Confidence intervals are shown as shaded gray
regions, with the 67% interval in darker gray and 95% in lighter gray. (b)
Cross-correlation of the mean poloidal energy production (P = BP ·∇×E ′φ)
through the fluctuating EMF and the toroidal magnetic energy production due
to the mean shear (T = 〈Bφ〉S), showing the nonlinear dynamo wave character
of the solution.
the value of a quantity at the outer boundary of the simula-
tion. However, this is likely not dynamically dominant as the
the polarity reversal occurs in half that time. The same is
true of the diffusion time across the convection zone, being
4.6 years. Since the cycle is likely not resistively controlled it
must be the interplay of dynamical processes. Another mech-
anism to consider is the cycle time related to flux transport by
the meridional flow, then the transit time of a magnetic ele-
ment along its circuits could be relevant. In D3S, the mean
meridional flow is anti-symmetric about the equator and has
two cells, with a polar branch and a lower latitude cell that are
split by the tangent cylinder. The circulation time of the polar
branch is about 0.7 years, whereas that of the equatorial cell
is about a year. So it is also unlikely that the meridional flow
is setting the cycle period.
The dynamical coupling of azimuthally-averaged magnetic
fields 〈B〉 and the mean angular velocity 〈Ω〉 (Figure 2(b))
plays a crucial role in regulating the cycle, though it alone
cannot be the sole actor as is well known from Cowling’s
anti-dynamo theorem. The significant anti-correlation of 〈Bφ〉
and angular velocity variations 〈∆Ω〉 during reversals be-
comes apparent when comparing Figures 1(c) and 2(c), re-
vealing the strong nonlinear coupling of the magnetic field
and the large-scale flows. The dynamics that couples these
two fields is the toroidal field generation through the mean
shear (S = λ〈BP〉 ·∇〈Ω〉, with 〈BP〉 the mean poloidal field)
and the mean azimuthal Lorentz-force (Lφ = φˆ · 〈J〉× 〈B〉),
which acts to decrease 〈Ω〉. The auto-correlation of each of
these components of the MHD system reveals that Lφ varies
with a period corresponding to the magnetic energy cycle,
whereas S varies on the polarity cycle period (Figure 3). It
also shows the high degree of temporal self-similarity be-
Figure 4. An interval of magnetic quiescence. (a) Time-latitude diagram of
〈Bφ〉 at 0.95R⊙ in cylindrical projection, picturing the loss and reappearance
of cyclical polarity reversals as well as the lower amplitude of the wreaths.
Strong positive toroidal field is shown as red, negative in blue. (b) Normal-
ized magnetic dipole moment (red) and the quarupolar moment (blue). The
quadrupole moment peaks near reversals, indicating its importance.
tween cycles, with the auto-correlation of both quantities re-
maining significant with 95% confidence for a single polarity
cycle and with 67% confidence for three such cycles.
Appealing to Figure 1(c), it is evident that B exhibits a
high degree of spatial and temporal self-similarity, though
with reversing polarity. Thus the period apparent in the auto-
correlation for Lφ might be expected. Furthermore, if we
simply let 〈B〉 ≈ B0(r,θ)exp(iωCt), the Lorentz forces could
be characterized very roughly as Lφ ∝ Lφ,0 exp(iωLt) ∼ B0 ·
B0/ℓexp(2iωCt), with cycle frequency ωC = 2π/τC and some
length scale ℓ. Hence, the magnetic energy or Lorentz cycle
frequency ωL = 2π/τL implies that 2τL = τC . What is poten-
tially more curious is that S varies on the cycle period. While
Figure 2(c) might suggest a reversal in the solar-like character
of the differential rotation. This in fact does not occur. Rather,
the shear is significantly weakened but maintains the positive
latitudinal gradient that sustains the toroidal magnetic field,
which renders the sign of ∇Ω independent of time. There-
fore, the polarity reversals in 〈BP〉 require that S vary with the
polarity cycle period τC .
5. EQUATORWARD PROPAGATION
As with ASH and EULAG, simulations in spherical seg-
ments that employ the Pencil code also obtain regular cycli-
cal magnetic behavior. Some of these polarity reversing so-
lutions exhibiting equatorward propagating magnetic features
(Käpylä et al. 2012), magnetic flux ejection (Warnecke et al.
2012), and 33-year magnetic polarity cycles (Warnecke
2013). Currently, however, the mechanism for the equator-
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ward propagation of the magnetic structures in those simula-
tions remains unclear. Perhaps the mechanism is similar to
that seen here.
The equatorward propagation of magnetic features ob-
served in this case, as in Figures 1(c) and 4(a), arises through
two mechanisms. The first process is the nonlinear feed-
back of the Lorentz force that acts to quench the differen-
tial rotation, disrupting the convective patterns and the shear-
sustaining Reynolds stresses they possess. Since the latitudi-
nal shear serves to build and maintain the magnetic wreaths,
the latitude of peak magnetic energy corresponds to that of
the greatest shear. So the region with available shear moves
progressively closer to the equator as the Lorentz forces of the
wreaths locally weaken the shear. Such a mechanism explains
the periodic modifications of the differential rotation seen in
Figure 2(c). However, it does not explain how this propaga-
tion is initiated and sustained, as one might instead expect an
equilibrium to be established with the magnetic energy gen-
eration balancing the production of shear and which is further
moderated by cross-equatorially magnetic flux cancellation as
the distance between the wreaths declines.
There are two possibilities for the second mechanism that
promotes the equatorward propagation of toroidal magnetic
field structures. If we may consider the dynamo action in
this case as a dynamo wave, the velocity of the dynamo wave
propagation is sensitive to the gradients in the angular veloc-
ity and the kinetic helicity in the context of an αΩ dynamo
(e.g., Parker 1955; Yoshimura 1975). A simple analysis indi-
cates that near and poleward of the edge of the low-latitude
wreaths the sign of the Parker-Yoshimura mechanism is cor-
rect to push the dynamo wave toward the equator, but the ef-
fect is marginal elsewhere. The second possibility is that the
spatial and temporal offsets between the fluctuating EMF and
the mean-shear production of toroidal field leads to a non-
linear inducement to move equatorward. This mechanism
relies on the concurrent movement of the turbulent produc-
tion of the poloidal field that continues to destroy gradients in
angular velocity through the production of toroidal magnetic
through the action of the differential rotation on the renewed
poloidal field. Nonetheless, the wreaths eventually lose their
azimuthal coherence because of cross-equatorial flux cancel-
lation and the lack of sufficient differential rotation to sustain
them, which leads to a rapid dissemination of the remaining
flux by the convection. This is evident in Figure 1(a), where
at the end of each cycle the wreaths converge on the equator
and their resulting destruction leads to the poleward advec-
tion of field. This advected field is of the opposite sense of
the previous cycle’s polar cap and, being of greater amplitude
compared to the remaining polar field, establishes the sense
of the subsequent cycle’s polar field. Furthermore, in D3S,
as a cycle progresses the centroid for the greatest dynamo ac-
tion propagates both equatorward and downward in radius, as
might be deduced from the successful reversals visible in Fig-
ure 4(b). Though, it is more evident in a time-radius diagram.
Hence, the equatorial migration begun at the surface makes
its way deeper into the domain as the cycle progresses.
6. GRAND MINIMA
As with some other dynamo simulations (e.g., Brown et al.
2011; Augustson et al. 2013), there is also long-term modu-
lation in case D3S. Figure 4 shows an interval of about 20
years where the polarity cycles are lost, though the magnetic
energy cycles resulting from the nonlinear interaction of the
differential rotation and the Lorentz force remains. During
this period, the magnetic energy in the domain is about 25%
lower, whereas the energy in the volume encompassed by the
lower-latitudes is decreased by 60%. However, both the spa-
tial and temporal coherency of the cycles are recovered after
this interval and persist for the last 40 years of the 100 year-
long simulation. Prior to entering this quiescent period, there
was an atypical cycle with only the northern hemisphere ex-
hibiting equatorward propagation. This cycle also exhibits a
prominent loss of the equatorial anti-symmetry in its magnetic
polarity. The subsequent four energy cycles do not reverse
their polarity, which is especially evident in the polar regions,
whereas the lower latitudes do seem to attempt such reversals.
7. CONCLUSIONS
The simulation presented here is the first to self-
consistently exhibit four prominent aspects of solar mag-
netism: regular magnetic energy cycles during which the
magnetic polarity reverses, akin to the sunspot cycle; mag-
netic polarity cycles with a period of 6.2 years, where the ori-
entation of the dipole moment returns to that of the initial con-
dition; the equatorward migration of toroidal field structures
during these cycles; and quiescence after which the previ-
ous polarity cycle is recovered. Furthermore, this simulation
may capture some aspects of the influence of a layer of near-
surface shear, with a weak negative gradient in 〈Ω〉 within the
upper 10% of the computation domain (3% by solar radius).
The magnetic energy cycles with the time scale τC/2 arise
through the nonlinear interaction of the differential rotation
and the Lorentz force. We find that the nonlinear feedback
of the Lorentz force on the differential rotation significantly
reduces its role in the generation of toroidal magnetic energy.
The magnetic fields further quench the differential rotation by
impacting the convective angular momentum transport dur-
ing the reversal. Furthermore, despite the nonlinearity of the
case, there is an eligible influence of a dynamo wave in the
fluctuating production of poloidal magnetic field linked to the
shear-produced toroidal field. The mechanisms producing the
equatorward propagation of the toroidal fields have been iden-
tified, with the location of the greatest latitudinal shear at a
given point in the cycle and the weak negative radial shear
both playing a role. This simulation has also exhibited long-
lasting minimum, loosely similar to the Maunder minimum.
Indeed, there is an interval covering 20% of the cycles during
which the polarity does not reverse and the magnetic energy is
substantially reduced. Despite rotating three times faster than
the Sun and parameterizing large portions of its vast range
of spatio-temporal scales, some of the features of the dynamo
that may be active within the Sun’s interior have been realized
in this global-scale ASH simulation.
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